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A better understanding of the ability of organisms to adapt to local selection conditions
is essential for a better insight in their ecological dynamics. The study of
microevolutionary adaptation and its eco-evolutionary consequences is challenging for
many reasons and the choice of a suitable model organism is particularly important. In
this paper we explain why monogonont rotifers, through their unique combination of
traits, are ideal study organisms for this purpose. With a literature review we
demonstrate the capacity of monogonont populations to adapt to a variety of selection
conditions (e.g., salinity, food shortage, elemental limitation, disturbance regimes)
within very short time frames and highlight some potential eco-evolutionary
implications. Although monogononts are increasingly used in eco-evolution oriented
studies their potential is still underappreciated compared to other model organisms. No
doubt the high prevalence of cryptic species complexes and the lack of genomic tools
form important obstacles that may discourage researchers to work with this group.
Here, we argue that none of these difficulties should prevent monogonont rotifers from
becoming commonly used model organisms for microevolutionary research and make
suggestions for future research.

Response to Reviewers:
Dear editor,
We would like to resubmit the manuscript ‘Monogonont rotifers as model systems for
the study of micro-evolutionary adaptation and its eco-evolutionary implications’ by
Steven Declerck and Spiros Papakostas. We thank the reviewers for their many
constructive comments. Please, find herewith a point-by-point reply. When preparing
our revision, we have done our best to take the comments and suggestions into
account. We have entirely rewritten the last section ‘Future perspectives’ in order to
meet the main suggestion of Reviewer 1.
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We hope our manuscript can be accepted for publication in the special Hydrobiologia
issue at the occasion of the XIVth rotifer conference and thank you for taking our
manuscript into consideration.
Yours truly,
Steven Declerck

COMMENTS TO THE AUTHOR:
Guest Editors:
Both reviewers found the manuscript timely, interesting, and well written. They also
provide a rather long series of suggestions in order to strengthen specific parts, avoid
ambiguities, improve the clarity, and widen the impact of the message. Please,
consider all the useful suggestions of the reviewers in a revised version of the
manuscript.
In addition to these comments, we ask to use the parentheses for authors of species
according to the rules of ICZN. Thus, the two Brachionus species should be cited, at
their first appearance in the text, as Brachionus calyciflorus Pallas 1766 and
Brachionus plicatilis Müller 1786, without parentheses as they are still considered
within the genus of the original descriptions. You can check the rotifer LAN,
http://iczn.org/sites/iczn.org/files/LAN_CandidatePart-Rotifera-2012-03-22.pdf, for the
correct use of parentheses in names of rotifers.
Yours sincerely,
The guest editors

Reviewer #1: This is a very well written review showcasing how monogonont rotifers
are ideal study organisms for studying eco-evolutionary dynamics. The authors provide
a comprehensive literature review demonstrating the capacity of the organism to
quickly adapt to new conditions and the role of cyclic parthenogenetic reproduction
mode in this adaptation. They conclude with recommendations for future directions, but
these are solely on the development of genomic tools for detection of genetic
adaptation. In their review, however, several interesting biological questions arise, and
these are left to be addressed by future research. It would be very useful if these
questions can be summed up in a paragraph in the "future perspectives" section.
Specific (and minor) comments:
54-55: Isn't it the other way round? Gene flow is one determinant of adaptation.
Yes, this is also true. Gene flow may indeed affect adaptation. But the opposite may
also be true. According to the monopolization hypothesis (De Meester et al. 2002)
rapid adaption may allow first colonizers in a habitat to monopolize resources and as
such reduce the colonization success (and thus the effective gene flow) of new,
incoming genotypes. In this part of the text we wanted to provide some examples of
important processes that can be steered by adaptation; hence the mention of the
monopolization hypothesis.
56: framework (remove space)
Done
67: make (instead of "makes")
Done
80: In our opinion… (instead of "To")
Done
105: instead of "experimental evolution experiments", consider "experimental (or
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laboratory) evolution studies"
Done, we have replaced this with ‘laboratory evolution studies’
107: associated with (instead of "to")
132: delete "fitness of the"
Done
135: such an approach (insert "an")
Done
136-137: rather "An alternative approach is to compare 'sister' populations, which have
been exposed to habitats with different selection regimes, to a common ancestral
origin."
We are not entirely sure why the reviewer suggests this modification. Here we explain
a strategy to show adaptation by comparing sister populations in a common garden
transplant set-up, i.e. expose each of these populations to each of the selection
conditions to which they are expected to have adapted. This does not involve the
ancestral conditions, because these conditions are less relevant and also most often
unknown.
173: intermittent (e.g., seasonal) habitats
Done
193: markers (instead of "makers")
Done
203: "last" instead of "latest"
Done
236: 125 days (instead of "1 days")
Thank you for pointing out this error. This was a big mistake for which we apologize
273: "combined with" instead of "versus"?
These treatments were not combined. I replaced ‘versus’ with ‘and’.
297-299: Could this result be interpreted the other way around? If sexual investment is
a response to environmental stress, LP-adapted populations would be expected to
show less stress response in P-limiting conditions.
The occurrence of sexual reproduction in rotifer populations may indeed represent a
stress response. However, we found that the higher degree of sexual reproduction in
HP-populations was constitutive as it was also observed under conditions of HP-food.
If sexual production would be merely a stress response, it wouldn’t be logic that HPadapted populations would show a stress response to HP-food and certainly not one
that is higher than in LP-adapted populations.
317: calyciflorus (instead of "plicatilis")
Sure! Thanks for pointing out this error!
342: "(Becks & Agrawal 2012)" instead of "Becks & Agrawal (2012)"
Done
361: teach (instead of "learn")
Done
389: "ephemeral" and "intermittent" are used interchangeably. Clarify if there is a
distinction between the two; otherwise, consider using one of the two.
Everywhere, we replaced ‘intermittent‘ by ‘ephemeral‘ (at two places in the text)
396: Which characteristic of hydroperiod? Length, predictability,…? Specify
In his analysis, Campillo et al. 2011 refers to three classes of hydroperiod duration, i.e.
short, medium and long. We have replaced ‘hydroperiod’ by ‘hydroperiod duration’ in
our text.
394: associated with (instead of "to")
Done
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420 and 421: such a relationship (insert "a")
Done
448: "Fussmann et al. (2003)" instead of "(Fussmann et al. 2003)"
Done
507: aim at identifying (insert "at")
Done
524: relies on (instead of "of")
Done
528: The sentence starting on line 528 seems incomplete ("There are" two key
considerations…).
We rewrote this sentence: ‘Gene expression profiling requires two key considerations
to be made:…’
529: in a common (insert "a")
Done
540: aim at associating (instead of "to associate")
Done
There's an excessive use of the word "very" (lines 48, 87, 99, 103, 150, 169, 237, 350,
367, 420, 537, and 560). I suggest to delete it, where possible, or to replace it by more
specific terms.
We have deleted ‘very’ in at least 80% of the cases.

There are a few more language issues (e.g., "to allow for" instead of the various forms
used, or "diapausing" instead of "diapauzing"), but not being a native English speaker
myself, I left these uncommented.
Via the help of a native speaker, we have tried to address language issues as much as
possible.

Reviewer #2: Review on manuscript HYDR-D-15-01193 Monogonont rotifers as model
systems for the study of micro-evolutionary adaptation and its eco-evolutionary
implications by Steven A.J. Declerck and Spiros Papakostas
The review yields a description of the advantages of monogononts as model
organisms in studies of micro-evolutionary adaptation, i.e. i) small & easy to handle
with the consequence of large population size which again minimizes drift effects, ii)
short generation times, iii) heterogony, iv) tight linkage of sexual reproduction and
dormant egg production, and v) uniqueness of monogononts as the only metazoans
that can be kept under steady state conditions in chemostats or semi-continuous batch
cultures. All of these benefits are embedded in the overall growing insight of the last
years that evolutionary adaptation can be as rapid as ecological processes and that
monogononts indeed respond rapidly to changes in selection pressure. Also, different
phenotype measures to assess fitness are introduced (e.g. intrinsic rate of population
growth) and the importance of choosing the suitable measure for generating
meaningful data is outlined. The manuscript additionally provides an overview of
already published investigations on micro-evolutionary adaptation in monogononts and
its eco-evolutionary consequences. This part does not only summarize the findings of
previous studies, but instead yields an interpretation of the present state of knowledge
and also carves out the overarching principles behind. Moreover, the authors discuss
of the potential reasons that may account for a relative underexploitation of
monogononts as model systems, i.e., i) cryptic species complexes, ii) too small body
size for some treatments, and iii) potentially too strong propensity for sexual
reproduction. The manuscript finishes with suggestions on how this underestimation
may be overcome in midterm, i.e., i) more cooperations, ii) development of easy-to-use
morphological and molecular diagnostic tools, iii) sequencing of transcriptomes and
complete genomes of selected species, iv) proteome profiling, v) screening expression
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levels, and vi) identification of genes/proteins that mediate local adaptation.
From this reviewers perspective the manuscript under evaluation represents a valuable
and thorough piece of work. It is well written and easy to follow from the first to the last
sentence. On the other hand, there is nothing that could not be improved and so it is
also with this manuscript. Please, see below for aspects that I would like to suggest for
incorporation into the manuscript.
Major points
1.) Introduction, page 4: 1st and 2nd paragraph are widely redundant. While the first
paragraph describes the general advantages of monogont model systems, the 2nd
paragraph outlines these advantages in relation to cladocerans. However, the
arguments for monogonont model systems are largely the same. I suggest to combine
both paragraphs.
We tend to respectfully disagree with the reviewer that the two paragraphs are
redundant. On the contrary. The first of the two paragraphs describe features that
facilitate work on rapid evolution and that are shared among monogonts and
cladocerans. The second paragraph explicitly adds to that some very interesting
features of rotifers not provided by cladocerans. Indeed, the third sentence of the
second paragraph states ‘…. monogonont rotifers have at least four additional
advantages, especially for experimental evolution work….’. We have structured the text
in this way with the aim to highlight the potential advantages of working with rotifers
compared to cladocerans.
2.) Page 5: Is it really the case that monogononts are the only metazoans that can be
kept under steady state conditions in chemostats or semi-continuous batch cultures? I
am not an expert in this field, but found the following publication in the Web of Science
database: Culturing Drosophila melanogaster (S2) in a chemostat, by: Vieira, Paula
Bruzadelle; Vale da Costa, Bruno Labate; Pires Augusto, Elisabeth de Fatima; et al.,
BIOTECHNOLOGY LETTERS, Volume 37, Issue 3, pages 533-538, published MAR
2015. I guess that more extensive search would provide additional hits. Thus, better
rephrase the passage, thereby being less absolute in your assessment ("only
metazoans").
Thank you for pointing this out. We changed ‘Monogononts are the only metazoans’
into ‘Monogononts are the only aquatic metazoans’.
3.) Page 7, 2nd paragraph: Please, explain in the manuscript how "fitness of
genotypes" (line 148; also 357, 369 etc.) is assessed. As far as I can see, only
supposedly neutral markers (microsatellites, COI) are available for monogononts.
However, these markers do not affect fitness. With other words: we might observe
phenotype changes throughout generations, but, from my perspective, cannot link
them to their genetic/genotype counterpart, so far. In case, I am right, at all, the
passage should be rewritten in the light of this comment.
In the context of this paragraph, ‘genotype’ does not refer to genotypes of which fitness
is defined by (neutral) molecular markers. Rather it refers to the clones that make up
the populations that have undergone selection. These clones are then used in common
garden experiments to study adaptation. Neutral markers have no mechanistic
association with fitness but they can be used to discriminate among genotypes/clones.
We have tried to make it clearer by adding ‘genotypes (in the case of monogononts:
clones)’ after ‘fitness of genotypes‘.
4.) Please explain what is meant with "evolutionary rate" (e.g., page 6, last sentence).
Obviously, an evolutionary rate can only be a change in distinct units of time or
generations. Thus the question is: what is the unit in the context of microevolutionary
adaptation?
The issue is also relevant for statements on "pronounced genotype" (line 244), "genetic
differentiation (line line 248) etc.
With ‘evolutionary rate’ we here refer to the magnitude of change per generation of a
population average of a trait. To be more specific, we have replaced ‘evolutionary
rates’ by ‘rates of micro-evolutionary trait changes’. However, the goal of this text is
mainly to explain the concepts. We fear that a more detailed explanation of how
evolutionary rates should be expressed etc. would break the flow of the text.
5.) Several statements refer to publications "in revision" (lines 205, 207, and 429), or
"in preparation" (line 429). This seems to be quite unusual for a scientific publication in
Powered by Editorial Manager® and ProduXion Manager® from Aries Systems Corporation

an internationally recognized journal. From own experience, I would say manuscripts
"in press" can be cited, but nothing that is not accepted, so far.
Papakostas et al. is now in press with Systematic Biology (lines 205 and 207). We
deleted references to papers in prep.
6.) Page 11, 1st paragraph: The last sentence states that evolutionary changes were
traced within less than 1 day. I suppose the statement refers to changes in allele
frequencies (microsatellites?) or phenotypes. Whether or not, the entire issue of rapid
response to eco-evolutionary changes deserves some more consideration: rapid
responses within less than 1 day suggest, from my perspective, that not only classic
genetics, but also epigenetic phenomena (changes in DNA methylation, histone
modifications etc.) come into play. Although we can only speculate at present,
epigenetics certainly should be mentioned as a potential level of adaption in
monogononts, besides changes in allele frequencies or the emergence and dispersal
of new alleles.
As correctly remarked by the first reviewer, this is a typo. It should be 125 days. We
apologize for this mistake.
We fully agree with the reviewer that some of the evolutionary responses observed in
empirical studies may potentially have an epigenetic basis. In the current version we
elaborately mention this possibility in the section ‘future perspectives’.
7.) Page 14, lines 312 + 313: Dormant eggs are named in the context of the costs of
sexual reproduction: according to this, they are costly because they do not immediately
contribute to population growth. Although I agree with the paradigm that evolution
works on variation in populations, I do not see why an individual should have an
interest in the well-being of the population as implicated this and related
statements/sentences (also, page 18, lines 411-414). Well, only a thought.
In no way we want to suggest that individuals act in favor of the entire population. If we
state that sex is costly for population growth, then we refer to the population growth of
those genotypes (or the relative prevalence of the genes that code for sexual
reproduction) that invest in sex. We don’t mean that genotypes adapt their level of
sexual reproduction in favor of total population growth. The same holds for the
adaptive significance of different bed hedging strategies (cf. page 18).
8.) Page 22, line 517: "key drivers of local adaptation" refers to genes and proteins.
However, the formulation is somewhat misleading: selection on genes/proteins drives
evolution not vice versa. This needs to be rephrased.
We have now rephrased it as follows: ‘accumulating evidence suggests that selectionmediated gene expression changes may be key in driving local adaptations’

9.) Page 24, lines 554 and 555: The authors suggest monogononts as the next logical
organism of choice for nuclear genome sequencing, after the first bdelloid genome is
already available. Well, "logic" seems not to be the best reference in this context.
Instead, the authors should refer to phylogeny when suggesting candidates for
genome sequencing. Considering that bdelloids are certainly closer related to
seisonids and acanthocephalans than to monogononts and that all four together have
a monophyletic origin, it's urgently needed to sequence monogononts and seisonids
and acanthocephalans. From my perspective, this should be considered in the
manuscript.
We completely reworked the section on future perspectives, so this part has been
omitted in the current version. But generally speaking, we tend to disagree that priority
for sequencing should primarily be based on phylogenetic reasoning. As we argue,
monogononts are an increasingly used and very nice model system for studies on
rapid evolution, to our knowledge much more than seisonids and acanthocephalans.
However, a better understanding of the genomic underpinnings of rapid evolution in
monogononts is strongly hindered by the lack of an annotated monogonont genome.
From that perspective the sequencing of monogononts can rightfully be advocated as a
priority compared to that of seisonids and acanthocephalans, hence our emphasis.
However, we don’t think that our manuscript is the right place for this discussion.
10.) The pros and cons for monogononts as model organisms are widely discussed in
comparison to cladocerans. I suggest to expand this comparison to bdelloids, that
Powered by Editorial Manager® and ProduXion Manager® from Aries Systems Corporation

share many pros as model system (easy to handle, small etc.), but do not reproduce
sexually, as far as we know.
We fully agree that micro-evolutionary experiments with bdelloids could potentially be
very interesting. However, as far as we know, these organisms have mainly been the
subject of macro-evolutionary studies and micro-evolutionary studies are very scarce
or non-existent. Hence, not much information is available on their suitability for microevolutionary studies. The aim of our paper is to illustrate the use of monogononts. We
refrain from including an elaborate account on the pros and cons of bdelloids because
this would come at the cost of focus and conciseness of this paper.

Typos etc.
Line 46: microevolutionary <=> line 47 macro-evolutionary; please, decide for one style
Done
Line 223: Brachionus calyciflorus (Pallas) => Nothing wrong about it, but when already
mentioning the first describer, why not adding the year, too? => Brachionus calyciflorus
(Pallas, 1766)
Line 223: B. plicatilis (Muller) => "Muller" is "Müller"; moreover: B. plicatilis (Müller,
1786); see previous comment
We followed up the very specific suggestions of the editor
Line 448: (Fussmann et al., 2003) => Fussmann et al. (2003)
Ok
Line 534: literature -> databases?
?
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Introduction

41
42

Traditionally ecologists tended to treat species as entities with fixed traits, mostly because

43

rates of evolutionary adaptations are believed to be extremely slow, much slower than the

44

rate of ecological dynamics. However, it is only in the last decade that an increasing number

45

of ecologists have come to realize that evolutionary adaptation can be as rapid as ecological

46

processes. Although microevolutionary trait shifts may seem small and insignificant in

47

magnitude compared to the large trait changes that are documented for macro-evolutionary

48

time scales, they may still be of considerable importance from an ecological perspective, as

49

they may strongly determine the performance of contemporary populations and their

50

interactions with the biotic and abiotic environment. Indeed, a better understanding of the

51

ability of organisms to adapt rapidly to local selection conditions may be key to better

52

understanding the persistence of individual populations in a changing environment through

53

evolutionary rescue (Bell, 2013) or the dynamics of geographic range expansions (Van

54

Doorslaer et al., 2009; Burton et al., 2010). Rapid adaptation is also a potentially important

55

determinant of gene flow among populations (monopolization hypothesis; De Meester et al.,

56

2002), and is a key process in the theoretical framework of evolving metacommunities

57

(Urban et al., 2012). Furthermore, the consequences of evolutionary changes in the

58

phenotype of organisms may go as far as impacting the functioning of entire ecosystems

59

(Matthews et al., 2011, 2014; Miner et al., 2012).

60

The study of microevolutionary adaptation and its eco-evolutionary consequences is

61

challenging for many reasons. The choice of a suitable model organism is particularly crucial.

62

Cladocerans and monogonont rotifers both share a set of traits that make them ideal model

63

organisms for the study of microevolution in metazoans (Fussmann, 2011; Miner et al.,
3

64

2012). They are relatively small and easy to handle and culture. Their short generation time

65

allows for rapid evolutionary trait responses. Importantly, two additional features associated

66

with their cyclic parthenogenetic reproduction distinguish them from many other metazoans

67

and make them especially amenable for work on rapid evolution: i.e. the alternation of

68

clonal with sexual reproduction and the tight link between sexual reproduction and the

69

formation of diapausing eggs. Clonal reproduction permits individual genotypes to be

70

maintained for many generations in the lab and replicated in experiments, making easy

71

comparison of traits among genotypes possible (e.g. calculation of broad sense heritabilities,

72

study of genotype x environment interactions). It also enables researchers to control for

73

genetic variation and as such facilitates the study of (the molecular basis of) phenotypic

74

plasticity (Jeyasingh et al., 2011) and epigenetic control mechanisms. With diapausing eggs

75

populations can survive adverse conditions and disperse both in space and time. A nice

76

feature of these eggs is that they can be used to reconstruct evolutionary trajectories of

77

natural populations through time via the ‘resurrection’ of genotypes that may be recovered

78

from stratified lake sediments (Kerfoot et al. 1999; Decaestecker et al., 2007; Frisch et al.,

79

2014).

80

The possibilities offered by this unique combination of traits have been intensively

81

exploited in research on Daphnia (Miner et al., 2012). However, this is much less so in the

82

case of monogonont rotifers. In our opinion this is remarkable because monogonont rotifers

83

have at least four additional advantages, especially for experimental evolution work: (1)

84

generation times in monogononts are much shorter than in cladocerans. As a result,

85

population level trait responses to selection regimes will potentially be much faster in

86

monogononts (assuming equal heritability levels); (2) Monogononts easily engage in sexual

87

reproduction under experimental conditions and sexually produced diapausing eggs have
4

88

been observed to hatch very quickly, i.e. within a few days (Becks & Agrawal, 2012;

89

Martínez-Ruiz & García-Roger, 2015). This allows the recruitment of new genotypes within a

90

short time span (Declerck et al., 2015a). Although sexual recombination may initially slow

91

down evolution in populations due to ‘genetic slippage’ (Lynch & Deng, 1994), it strongly

92

increases genotypic diversity in experimental populations and as such broadens the genetic

93

basis for selection to act on (Becks & Agrawal, 2012). As a result, short term micro-

94

evolutionary adaptation is not confined to clonal selection but can additionally be fueled by

95

sexual recombination. This is expected to be especially important in selection experiments

96

where initial levels of genotypic diversity are limited. (3) The study of evolution in laboratory

97

populations requires effective population sizes large enough to reduce the effect of drift.

98

Due to their smaller body size, monogonont rotifer populations can be maintained under

99

high densities under laboratory conditions. Populations of thousands of individuals can

100

relatively easily be kept in volumes of only one to a few liters. As a result, selection

101

experiments can be performed in the lab under standardized experimental conditions, and

102

do not require large scale outdoor facilities as is typical in cladocerans. (4) Monogononts are

103

the only metazoans that can be kept under steady state conditions in chemostats or semi-

104

continuous batch cultures (Walz, 1993). At steady state, the size and demographic structure

105

of a population is constant because mortality and dilution losses are precisely compensated

106

by food-limited population growth on a continuous basis. The maintenance of steady state in

107

laboratory evolution experiments is a great asset for several reasons. One important

108

advantage is that it prevents drift effects from interfering with the selection process, drift

109

effects that otherwise may result from genetic bottle necks associated with the typical boom

110

and bust cycles of ordinary batch cultures. Furthermore, steady state conditions in common

5

111

garden experiments permit to study the potential for eco-evolutionary feedbacks

112

simultaneously with the assessment of local adaptation itself (Declerck et al., 2015).

113

This paper has the aim to provide an overview of how and to what extent

114

monogononts have been used in studies on micro-evolutionary adaptation. First we give a

115

brief introduction to the different approaches used for testing micro-evolutionary

116

adaptation in field and laboratory populations. We then proceed with a review of studies

117

that have investigated microevolutionary adaptation in monogononts and its eco-

118

evolutionary consequences. Next, we discuss the potential reasons why monogonont

119

rotifers are relatively underexploited as study organisms compared to cladocerans like

120

Daphnia and try to identify the major hurdles that should be addressed in order to promote

121

the group as a model system. Finally, we give suggestions for further research.

122
123
124

Testing the hypothesis of local adaptation using monogonont rotifers

125
126

Theories of micro-evolutionary adaptation and approaches for its examination have been

127

elaborately described by others (Hendry & Kinnison, 1999; Kawecki & Ebert, 2004), so we

128

will limit ourselves here to a short introduction to this topic and highlight the approaches

129

most frequently adopted in studies with monogonont rotifers. The most straightforward way

130

of studying microevolutionary adaptation to local selection conditions is by comparing

131

evolved populations with their ancestral populations. Ideally, the fitness of genotypes from

132

both population types can be experimentally compared under identical environmental

133

conditions (i.e. a common garden). Microevolutionary adaptation can be demonstrated

134

when the evolved population has a higher fitness than the ancestral one (Fig. 1a). Repetition
6

135

of fitness assays during the adaptation process may also allow a detailed study of the

136

evolutionary trajectory and an assessment of rates of micro-evolutionary trait changes.

137

Unfortunately, such an approach is often unfeasible because ancestral populations are not

138

available for study. An alternative approach is to compare ‘sister’ populations with a

139

common ancestral origin that have been exposed to habitats with different selection

140

pressures. By exposing each of the populations to each of the habitat conditions, local

141

adaptation can be demonstrated if populations show systematically higher fitness under the

142

conditions of their own habitat compared to populations that have evolved under different

143

conditions (Fig. 1b; Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). Although this approach precludes the estimation

144

of evolutionary rates, it allows studying adaptation along gradients of selection conditions

145

and, in some cases, to derive rates at which populations differentiate.

146

The study of micro-evolutionary adaptation can be based on field as well as

147

laboratory populations. Laboratory studies typically involve a selection experiment where

148

replicate populations originating from the same ancestral field population are exposed to

149

well-defined selection conditions for multiple generations. Subsequently, evolutionary

150

adaptation is then tested in assays with a common garden design. In these assays, fitness of

151

genotypes (in the case of monogononts: clones) is compared between ‘evolved’ and

152

‘ancestral’ populations (Fig. 1a) or between populations from contrasting selection

153

conditions (Fig. 1b). Field-based studies most often have a similar approach, except that

154

genotypes are isolated from natural populations. Given the difficulties associated with

155

performing common garden experiments under field conditions, habitat conditions are most

156

often mimicked in the laboratory. Both approaches have important advantages and

157

disadvantages. Field studies have the potential of revealing how and to what extent specific

158

environmental factors drive patterns of genetic adaptation in real world metapopulations
7

159

provided that the relevant factors causing diverging selection regimes in the field can be

160

singled out and reproduced successfully in the laboratory. In contrast, experimental

161

evolution studies tend to be more artificial and therefore less representative. Their major

162

strength, however, lays in the fact that experimental selection regimes can be better

163

controlled and replicated so that confounding factors can be avoided and chance effects

164

minimized. They may as such serve better to provide proof of principle for the evolutionary

165

potential of populations to specific factors, as well as facilitate more detailed and replicated

166

investigations of the speed and temporal trajectory of micro-evolutionary adaptations.

167

The experimental evaluation of micro-evolutionary adaptation requires a careful

168

choice of which trait is to be used as indicator for fitness. With that respect, consideration of

169

the growing conditions and relevant time scale is of great importance. Being cyclic

170

parthenogens, monogonont rotifers are able to alternate between clonal growth and sexual

171

reproduction. Clonal growth can be very rapid because it circumvents the costs associated

172

with sexual reproduction. Sexual reproduction typically results in the production of

173

diapausing eggs, which give rise to genetically diverse offspring and which are needed to

174

survive adverse environmental conditions. Despite being costly on the short term, sexual

175

reproduction is therefore expected to be mainly advantageous in variable habitats and is,

176

through its association with resting stages, indispensable in ephemeral habitats. As a result,

177

in the ephemeral type of habitats, fitness needs to be considered on the long term

178

encompassing multiple cycles of clonal and sexual reproduction. Such ‘long term’ fitness can

179

be estimated as the capacity of genotypes to produce high numbers of good quality

180

diapausing eggs (Serra & King, 1999; Smith & Snell, 2012). Differences in bet hedging

181

strategies with respect to timing of hatching, however, form an important complicating

182

aspect hence the geometric mean of fitness across cycles is a more appropriate measure
8

183

(García-Roger et al., 2014). When fitness is considered within a growing season or in

184

permanent habitats with constant and predictable environments (e.g. standardized

185

laboratory conditions), the success of genotypes will mainly lie in their contemporary

186

capacity to maximize relative abundance (‘short term’ fitness). Especially with respect to the

187

latter, it is important to consider the type of growth conditions under which selection is

188

taking place. If conditions select mainly for rapid growth at high food concentrations, for

189

example due to frequent disturbances, high predation rates or experimental dilution rates,

190

genotypes with the highest population growth rate will be favored. In contrast, conditions of

191

low population turnover rates associated with strong resource competition will select for

192

genotypes that are best able to reduce food levels below that of the food requirements of

193

competing genotypes. In the first case, comparison of the intrinsic rate of population

194

increase at saturating food conditions may be the most convenient way for evaluating the

195

relative fitness of genotypes. In the latter case, the most straightforward measure of fitness

196

for a genotype is its relative success in competition experiments. This may however be

197

difficult in the absence of molecular markers that allow identification of genotypes.

198

Alternatively, competitive ability may also be derived from the steady state residual food

199

concentration (C*) in (semi-)continuous cultures. To conclude, the choice of the right fitness

200

parameter may thus be crucial for testing the hypothesis of microevolutionary adaptation.

201

Ideally, such choice should be based on a good understanding of the relevant time scale and

202

the growth conditions under which the investigated populations have adapted. The latter is

203

quite straightforward for laboratory evolution experiments, but is more difficult to assess in

204

field-based studies.

205
206

Another issue that is especially relevant for microevolutionary studies with
monogonont rotifers is the existence of cryptic species. Since the discovery of cryptic species
9

207

in Brachionus plicatilis (Gómez & Serra, 1995; Gómez et al., 2002), the number of rotifer taxa

208

known to be composed of cryptic species has steadily increased during the last decade

209

(Walsh et al. 2009; Obertegger et al. 2012). Furthermore, several studies have provided

210

evidence for substantial ecological segregation among such species (Gabaldón et al. 2015a;

211

Papakostas et al., in press). Because cryptic species are often found to be sympatric (Gómez

212

et al., 2002; Gabaldón et al. 2015b, Papakostas et al. in press), the potential occurrence of

213

multiple species in experimental populations of microevolution studies may incur

214

considerable risks. Indeed, when the species identity of genotypes is ignored, trait shifts in

215

populations may not be unequivocally due to micro-evolutionary responses but may as well

216

be caused by changes in the relative abundance of cryptic species. We therefore stress the

217

need of an initial molecular screening and proper identification of all genotypes involved in

218

experiments.

219
220
221

Review of studies using monogononts

222
223

We identified a total of 11 empirical studies on microevolutionary adaptation in

224

monogononts. An overview of some main characteristics of these studies is provided in

225

Table 1. Three studies were field-based, whereas eight studies took an experimental

226

evolution approach. Two studies (Fussmann et al., 2003; Garcia-Roger et al., 2014) were

227

mainly theoretical. It is remarkable that only two taxa of one single genus have hitherto

228

been considered in studies of microevolutionary adaptation in monogononts, i.e. the cryptic

229

species complexes Brachionus calyciflorus Pallas 1766 and Brachionus plicatilis Müller 1786.

230

All field studies so far have involved the B. plicatilis complex whereas B. calyciflorus tends to
10

231

be more popular in experimental studies. Whereas studies on B. plicatilis consistently

232

checked the identity of cryptic species under consideration, this has seldom been done in

233

studies with B. calyciflorus (Table 1). With the exception of one study (Scheuerl & Stelzer,

234

2013) experimental studies always made use of chemostats or semi-continuous batch

235

cultures when exposing populations to experimental selection conditions. Tests of

236

adaptation were most often based on the evaluation of short term fitness indicators, mainly

237

the intrinsic population growth rate or surrogate variables (e.g. life time fecundity) and,

238

more rarely, the outcome of direct competition experiments (Stelzer, 2011) or the capacity

239

to suppress food levels (C*; Declerck et al., 2015). So far, only few studies considered

240

evolutionary responses in long term fitness (i.e. diapausing egg production capacity;

241

Campillo et al., 2011; Smith & Snell, 2012). All experiments were able to demonstrate

242

evolutionary change within a limited amount of time, i.e. less than 125 days, providing

243

strong evidence for the idea that monogononts have a high capacity to rapidly adapt to a

244

changing environment.

245
246

Local adaptation to abiotic conditions and food quality

247
248

Studies on local adaptations of natural monogonont populations have so far mainly focused

249

on adaptation to salinity. In a common garden experiment, Campillo et al. (2009)

250

demonstrated a high evolutionary potential of natural populations with respect to salinity

251

and temperature, as evidenced by pronounced genotype by environment interactions for

252

fitness related traits, such as total diapausing egg production and intrinsic population growth

253

rate. Campillo et al. (2011) reanalyzed these data to evaluate the degree of local adaptation

254

to above-mentioned environmental gradients by comparing reaction norms at the
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255

population level. The authors found clear patterns of genetic differentiation among

256

populations and some circumstantial evidence for adaptation to salinity and possibly also

257

habitat permanence in a subset of the populations.

258

Alcantara-Rodriguez et al. (2012) evaluated potential adaptation to reduced salinity

259

using three Mexican populations of the B. plicatilis species complex: two populations from

260

saline lakes and one population from a freshwater lake. Three genotypes of each of these

261

populations were cultured under three levels of salinity, each level corresponding to values

262

typical for one of each lake (1.1, 6.5 and 9 g L-1, respectively). All genotypes realized positive

263

growth rates under highly saline conditions. In the freshwater treatment, population growth

264

rates of all genotypes were strongly reduced but this reduction was much more pronounced

265

for genotypes of saltwater than of freshwater origin: population growth of the saltwater

266

genotypes became negative, whereas freshwater genotypes were still able to realize a

267

positive population growth. These results strongly suggest that the population of this

268

halophile species has adapted to the conditions of the freshwater lake. It is difficult to

269

evaluate how rapid this adaptation has developed. COI sequence data show that all of the

270

investigated genotypes belonged to one single COI haplotype. The absence of sequence

271

divergence suggests that the adaptation has originated after colonization of the lakes by this

272

haplotype and that immigration rates of other haplotypes has been very limited or absent.

273

Given the relatively slow divergence rates of the COI gene, it is unclear if this adaptation has

274

been rapid in an eco-evolutionary sense. From a combination of geological and

275

paleolimnological data the rate of adaptation to freshwater conditions has been estimated

276

to range between 24 and 900 years (Alcantara-Rodriguez et al., 2012).

277
278

Rapid adaptation to increased salinity was shown in a laboratory evolution study by
Scheuerl & Stelzer (2013) who exposed replicate identical multiclonal populations of the
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279

freshwater species B. calyciflorus to three selection conditions: two conditions representing

280

stressful environments (high salinity and low food availability) and one condition

281

representing ‘benign’ growth conditions (i.e. low salinity combined with high food

282

availability). By design, the experimental set-up ensured selection for fast population growth

283

and simultaneously allowed the monitoring of this fitness variable during the course of the

284

experiment. Within 56 days, or ca. 43 clonal generations, highly saline conditions resulted in

285

a gradual but strong fitness increase which concurred with high rates of sexual reproduction

286

throughout the experiment. Fitness increments were less pronounced under low quality

287

food conditions and found to be absent under benign conditions. In addition, a common

288

garden transplant experiment at the end of the selection experiment revealed a fitness

289

reaction norm consistent with local adaptation.

290

Declerck et al. (2015) investigated micro-evolutionary adaptation of monogonont

291

rotifers in a context of elemental limitation. They performed a replicated selection

292

experiment subjecting multiclonal populations of B. calyciflorus to equal amounts of food

293

but with different stoichiometric quality (phosphorus limited vs. phosphorus replete

294

phytoplankton) under continuous culture conditions. Local adaptation of these experimental

295

populations was studied in two consecutive common garden transplant experiments using

296

semi-continuous cultures after approximately 100 and 200 days of selection. When fed P-

297

limited food (LP), populations adapted to low P-food realized higher steady state biomasses,

298

achieved higher yields and grazed down food to lower levels than did populations with a

299

history of selection by high-P food (HP). The ability of LP-populations to persist at a lower

300

residual concentration of P-limited food strongly suggests competitive superiority to HP-

301

populations under P-limiting conditions. No evidence was found for adaptive changes in

302

rotifer body elemental composition. Instead, adaptation to P-limited food was associated
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303

with reduced mortality rates and lower per capita rates of males and sexually produced

304

diapausing eggs. Reduction in sexual investment may therefore have been an important

305

strategy to cope with P-limitation and likely contributed to the relatively high performance

306

of LP-adapted populations under P-limiting conditions. However, other adaptations may also

307

have played a role, such as modifications in the functional response, efficiency of P-

308

metabolism or other forms of homeostasis maintenance or the ability to cope with reduced

309

biochemical quality or digestibility of P-limited algae.

310
311
312

Rapid evolution of sex and its implications for adaptation

313
314

Due to their cyclic parthenogenetic reproduction mode, monogonont rotifers form ideal

315

model organisms for the study of the evolution and adaptive benefits of sex. The occurrence

316

and evolution of sex, its fitness costs and benefits and its adaptive significance have

317

therefore been a major focus of micro-evolutionary studies on monogonont rotifers. Sex is

318

costly for several reasons (Stelzer, 2015). Amongst others, sex reduces the number of

319

offspring per parent at least by a factor two. Sexual reproduction in monogononts also

320

invariably results in the production of diapausing eggs that do not immediately contribute to

321

population growth. Furthermore, recombination may break down beneficial allele

322

combinations that have been shaped by historic selection (genetic slippage). For such

323

reasons, stable growth conditions are expected to select against genotypes with a high

324

propensity for sex and several studies have provided evidence for this. Starting with

325

multiclonal populations of B. calyciflorus in single stage chemostat cultures, Fussmann et al.

326

(2003) observed a strong reduction of sexual investment through time. Similarly, during the
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327

course of one growing season in a brackish pond, Carmona et al. (2009) observed a strong

328

reduction in the mixis ratio (i.e. proportion of sexual females) of a B. plicatilis population

329

concomitant with a genetically determined decrease in the propensity for sex. Stelzer (2011)

330

confronted cyclic parthenogenetically reproducing strains with closely related obligatory

331

parthenogenetic strains of B. calyciflorus under stable, continuous culture conditions.

332

Especially when cyclical parthenogenetic clones invested a lot in sex, they were rapidly

333

replaced by the obligate asexuals. In a follow-up study, Stelzer (2012) demonstrated that,

334

compared to the cyclical parthenogens, asexual strains systematically reach higher steady

335

state biomass and reduced residual food to lower levels. A genetics-based loss of the

336

propensity for sex was also observed in (semi)-continuous cultures by Becks & Agrawal

337

(2010; 2011; 2013), Smith & Snell (2012) and Declerck et al. (2015). However, the rate or

338

extent of such loss was also shown to depend on the type of selection regime. Becks &

339

Agrawal (2013) showed that the propensity for sex was more strongly reduced in semi-

340

continuous cultures with high compared to low dilution rates. Declerck et al. (2015) found a

341

stronger constitutive reduction in sexual investment in populations exposed to P-limited

342

compared to P-replete food.

343

Under natural conditions, however, the environment is often variable and

344

unpredictable. Changes in environmental conditions have been shown to favor sexual

345

reproduction in monogonont rotifers. This can be explained by the adaptive benefits of the

346

genetic diversity generated by sexual recombination. Becks & Agrawal (2012) showed that

347

rates of sex evolve to higher levels during adaptation but then decline as fitness plateaus.

348

They also showed that sex enabled faster adaptation by generating higher fitness variability

349

among sexual progeny, despite a reduction of average fitness (Becks & Agrawal 2012). For

350

their experiment, they used populations pre-adapted to two contrasting environmental
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351

conditions. Of each population type, they continued growing replicate populations under

352

constant conditions while subjecting another set of these populations to the alternative

353

regime. Populations which stayed under constant conditions showed a rather constant

354

population density and a permanently low percentage of mictic eggs in the population. In

355

contrast, populations exposed to changed culture conditions first responded with a decline

356

in population density shortly followed by a strong increase in the fraction of mictic eggs

357

(sexual investment). Population densities then recovered and the fraction of mictic eggs

358

decreased to very low levels. A repeated assessment of propensity for sex throughout the

359

experiment revealed a genetic basis for the observed changes in sexual investment.

360

Furthermore, throughout the experiment, the authors monitored fitness differences

361

between sexual and asexual offspring using separate growth rate assays (for details on the

362

design, see Becks & Agrawal, 2012). Sexually produced offspring had a lower mean fitness

363

than asexually produced offspring, both in the constant as well as variable regimes.

364

However, sex resulted in an increased fitness variance. Only when the environment was

365

variable and during the process of selection did a fraction of the sexually produced

366

genotypes have a higher fitness than the asexually produced genotypes. These results

367

provide important insight in the evolutionary mechanisms that may underlie rapid

368

adaptation in many monogonont populations and show us the benefits of sex during

369

adaptation, despite its considerable average fitness costs. They teach us that rapid

370

adaptation of monogonont rotifer populations to a changing environment in continuous (i.e.

371

non-ephemeral) habitats is not necessarily the product of selection on pre-existing clones

372

(i.e. clonal selection) alone, but that it may also be realized by the short-term generation and

373

proliferation of sexually produced genotypes, at least in taxa of which diapausing eggs have

374

the capacity to hatch quickly after their production and as such contribute to the next
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375

generations within a very short time frame. During this process, sexual reproduction is

376

favored and it will persist until fitness is maximized and the costs of sex start outweighing

377

the benefits. From that moment on selection will act against genotypes with high propensity

378

for sex and the observed proportions of mictic females in populations will decrease. The

379

results of Becks & Agrawal (2012) have been corroborated by other studies as well. In an

380

earlier study, Becks & Agrawal (2010) demonstrated an increased propensity for sex and an

381

increased frequency of occurrence of sexual individuals in spatial heterogeneous compared

382

to homogenous continuous cultures. Adaptation through sustained sexual reproduction may

383

also explain the observation by Scheuerl & Stelzer (2013) who reported undiminished rates

384

of sexual reproduction in B. calyciflorus populations exposed to stressful levels of salinity

385

despite growth conditions selecting for maximum population growth rate. Similarly to Becks

386

and Agrawal (2012), Declerck et al. (2015) also observed high rates of sexual reproduction

387

but only during an episode of population decline at the start of their selection experiment. A

388

screening of the multilocus genotype composition of these populations with microsatellite

389

markers showed that a high diversity of newly produced genotypes quickly replaced the

390

original clones during this period. This genotype replacement implies that sexually produced

391

diapausing eggs must have hatched rapidly and suggest a higher fitness of at least a fraction

392

of these newly generated genotypes.

393
394
395

Evolution of dormancy and related bet hedging strategies

396
397

In ephemeral habitats, production of diapausing eggs forms an essential requirement for

398

population persistence and genotypes will be selected for this trait, provided there is
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399

sufficient heritable genetic variation. With some exceptions (Gilbert 1995), sexual

400

reproduction and resting egg formation are tightly linked in monogononts. Selection for

401

diapausing egg production will thus necessarily affect sexual investment, irrespective of

402

other costs and benefits associated with sex. Based on common garden essays involving

403

field-derived genotypes of multiple populations, Campillo et al. (2011) suggested a negative

404

correlation between hydroperiod duration and the production of diapausing eggs. Such a

405

relationship was indeed experimentally supported by Smith & Snell (2012). They exposed

406

replicate rotifer populations in chemostats to two treatments, mimicking either permanent

407

or ephemeral habitat. Populations in ‘permanent’ chemostats were kept under constant

408

growth conditions during the entire course of the experiment. Populations in ‘ephemeral’

409

cultures were reset 5 times over the course of 45 weeks. This was done by replacing the

410

active populations by hatchlings derived from the diapausing eggs produced by these

411

populations. For the rest, conditions in the chemostats were kept as similar as possible.

412

Populations of ephemeral conditions produced higher amounts of diapausing eggs,

413

maintained a higher propensity for sex and contained higher frequencies of mictic females

414

compared to populations exposed to permanent conditions.

415

In unpredictable, ephemeral habitat, fitness is also expected to be determined by the

416

timing of diapausing egg hatching (Spencer et al., 2001). Complete hatching of all diapausing

417

eggs is a risky strategy in an unpredictable habitat where suitable hatching stimuli do not

418

invariably result in a period of benign conditions that allow the successful regeneration of

419

diapausing eggs. In such a habitat, a safer strategy (i.e. a bet hedging strategy) is to hatch

420

only part of the diapausing eggs during each of subsequent periods of favorable conditions.

421

Although this may come at the cost of short term fitness, it enhances the long-term

422

probability of persistence. Theory predicts that the optimal fraction of hatching eggs will be
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423

determined by the probability that favorable hatching conditions will result in a successful

424

growing season. Because of its impact on long term fitness, the ‘bet hedging strategy’ can be

425

considered a trait that is expected to be under strong selection by the predictability of the

426

habitat. Although theoretical models allow prediction of bet hedging strategies from habitat

427

predictability (Spencer et al., 2001; Garcia-Roger et al., 2014), straightforward empirical

428

support for such a relationship in monogonont rotifers is so far very limited. Demonstration

429

of such a relationship in natural populations is empirically demanding because it requires

430

long-term field data on such variables as habitat permanence, diapausing egg deterioration,

431

water column diapausing egg production and hatching rates (Garcia-Roger et al., 2014).

432

Undoubtedly, an experimental evolution approach has the potential to alleviate several of

433

these challenges. In accordance with theory, Garcia-Roger et al. (2014) reported a positive

434

relationship between hatching fraction in diapausing eggs from natural populations and an

435

assumed proxy of the permanence of their habitat (i.e. zooplankton species richness).

436
437
438

Potential of using monogononts to study eco-evolutionary feedbacks

439
440

The review above provides ample evidence that monogonont rotifers are capable of

441

adapting rapidly to a changing environment. In all laboratory evolution experiments,

442

adaptation was demonstrated within less than 125 days. Such rapid adaptation may have

443

important ecological implications. Indeed, when microevolutionary change takes place at

444

time scales similar to those at which ecological dynamics play, a mutual interaction becomes

445

possible (Hairston et al., 2005; Fussmann et al., 2007; Ellner et al., 2011) where rapid

446

evolutionary change may alter the trajectory of ecological dynamics and vice versa. The
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447

study of such eco-evolutionary dynamics currently is a rapidly growing field of investigation

448

and holds great promise to deepen our understanding of a wide variety of ecological

449

phenomena in nature (Matthews et al., 2011; Schoener, 2011; Urban et al., 2012). So far, the

450

large majority of eco-evolutionary studies involving rotifers used them as grazers of

451

phytoplankton populations and focused on the consequences of microevolutionary change

452

in the algae only (Yoshida et al., 2003; Becks et al., 2010). Despite the great potential of

453

monogonont rotifers to evolve rapidly, only few eco-evolution oriented studies have

454

employed them as focal organisms. In single stage chemostats, Fussmann et al. (2003)

455

observed a strong decline in the propensity of B. calyciflorus populations to reproduce

456

sexually, concurrently with changes in their population dynamics. Using a mathematical

457

model, they showed that changes in the population dynamics could only be explained upon

458

incorporation of selection against sexual reproduction as term in their equations. Stelzer

459

(2012) suggested that a shift from sexually to asexually reproducing B. calyciflorus

460

populations, as observed by Stelzer (2011), should result in increased steady state rotifer

461

biomass and increased grazing pressure on algae. Contrasting populations adapted to P-

462

limited food with populations adapted to P-replete food, Declerck et al. (2015)

463

demonstrated higher steady state biomass and lower residual food concentrations of the

464

first compared to the latter under P-limiting food conditions. The observation of different

465

mortality rates and propensity for sex between populations with different selection histories

466

suggest potentially strong eco-evolutionary consequences for the demography of the rotifer

467

populations as well as their grazing impact on primary producers.

468
469
470

Monogononts: underappreciated opportunities
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471
472

Despite their clear advantages, especially for laboratory evolution experiments,

473

monogononts seem to be strongly underexploited in studies of rapid adaptation and eco-

474

evolutionary dynamics, especially when compared to cladocerans. We can only speculate

475

about the reasons for this difference. Admittedly, there are some disadvantages related to

476

the study of monogononts. Their relatively small size may complicate the study of several

477

aspects, e.g. life history, elemental or biochemical composition. A high propensity for sex

478

combined with the capacity of diapausing eggs to hatch quickly after their production often

479

hinders the maintenance of pure genetic lines in the laboratory. The wide occurrence of

480

poorly resolved cryptic species complexes complicates the set-up of laboratory evolution

481

experiments and the interpretation of local adaptation in the field. Another important

482

reason is undoubtedly the larger size of the Daphnia research community and its long

483

tradition in evolutionary and genomic research (Miner et al. 2013), which has resulted in the

484

availability of fully sequenced, assembled and annotated genomes (Colbourne et al., 2011)

485

and a broad range of genomic tools. It is our opinion, however, that none of the difficulties

486

mentioned above should prevent monogonont rotifers from becoming commonly used

487

model organisms for evolutionary research. We would therefore call for initiatives within the

488

rotifer community to eliminate the obstacles, for example, by undertaking concerted actions

489

to resolve species complexes and develop reliable and easy-to-use morphological or

490

molecular diagnostic tools that help with their identification. There is definitely the need for

491

whole genome sequencing of members of at least a few key species. Top candidates are

492

species belonging to the genus Brachionus. Species of this genus are particularly amenable

493

to evolutionary research due to their ease of culture and experimental manipulation. This is

494

exemplified by the fact that micro-evolutionary studies so far have been conducted on this
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495

genus only. The B. plicatilis complex is a strong candidate taxon because it is by far the most

496

well-documented and resolved monogonont species complex. While B. calyciflorus has also

497

been the subject of many studies, its species complex is yet poorly understood although

498

efforts are currently being done to fill this knowledge gap (Papakostas et al. in press). A

499

major advantage of B. calyciflorus is that it is a common freshwater species in many parts of

500

the world. It is therefore more widely available to researchers as study object for

501

population-oriented studies. Being a freshwater species, it may also be more representative

502

for monogononts than the predominantly saline B. plicatilis.

503
504

Future perspectives

505

Here, we have discussed a number of studies that have demonstrated rapid adaptation of

506

monogonont populations to changing environmental conditions, mainly by showing

507

evolution of fitness-related traits. However, in many cases, it remains unclear which are the

508

specific traits that have been under selection and as such, underlie the observed fitness

509

responses (Table 1). In-depth knowledge of the traits that are involved in adaptation is,

510

nevertheless, key to better understand its eco-evolutionary consequences and predict its

511

effects on ecosystem functioning. To take the example of adaptation of Brachionus rotifers

512

to P-limitation (Declerck et al., 2015), it is yet unknown if adaptation also involves

513

modifications at the level of food ingestion. It is reasonable to expect that the evolutionary

514

response of rotifers to P-limitation would also involve an increased food and therefore P-

515

uptake rate (i.e. compensatory feeding). Conversely, one could also think of an entirely

516

opposite strategy where P-uptake efficiency is increased via the reduction of gut passage

517

time. Grazing pressure on the algal food source and nutrient cycling would be enhanced in

518

the former case, while the opposite would be true in the latter case. Both hypotheses can
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519

only be tested via grazing experiments. This example demonstrates that future research

520

needs to focus more on a mechanistic understanding of observed adaptations, by identifying

521

concurrent changes in e.g., physiology, behavior, metabolism, life history strategy.

522

Eventually we should also strive to obtain deeper knowledge on the molecular processes

523

and the genes involved in the adaptations. For monogononts that can be cultured in the

524

laboratory, we advocate the combination of selection and common garden experiments with

525

essays designed to reveal evolutionary modifications in candidate traits expected to be

526

important in contributing to fitness in the altered environment. Such approach can be

527

especially powerful when informed by gene expression profiling. Gene expression profiling

528

describes the measurement of the expression level of thousands of gene products either at

529

the mRNA level (transcriptome profiling) or at the protein level (proteome profiling).

530

Adaptation may involve changed expression levels of those genes whose function has been

531

targeted by selection. Accumulating evidence suggests that selection-mediated gene

532

expression changes may be key in driving local adaptations (Brawand et al., 2011; Fraser,

533

2011; 2013; Enard et al., 2014). Importantly for monogonont rotifers, modern approaches of

534

mRNA and protein quantification allow profiling even without a reference genome (e.g.

535

Martin and Wang, 2011), while functional annotation can be readily achieved for at least a

536

substantial fraction of quantified gene products (e.g. Primmer et al., 2013).

537

Rapid adaptation is most commonly attributed to selection on standing genetic

538

variation. However, a better understanding of the link between phenotypic variation and

539

DNA sequence variation is still needed. As we anticipate the availability of a full genome

540

sequence of Brachionus species, the use of genome scans holds a lot of promise. For

541

example, with cost-efficient methods, such as pool-GWAS (Bastide et al. 2013: Schloetterer

542

et al. 2014), allele frequencies of single nucleotide polymorphisms can be compared among
23

543

individuals from different populations and associations between genomic regions and

544

phenotypic variation can be revealed (for a recent review for good practice of genome scans

545

see Olivier et al. 2016). When performed correctly, genome scan methods may allow

546

identifying genes or genomic regions that have been targeted by natural selection, and help

547

with ascribing novel functional roles to candidate loci.

548

Furthermore, not much is known about the relative importance of de novo mutations

549

or epigenetic modifications. Given that beneficial mutations are very rare, they are unlikely

550

the driving force behind the microevolutionary changes reported for small experimental

551

populations in the studies described by this review. However, the question what may be the

552

role of mutation in much larger field populations has so far remained unaddressed. In

553

addition, almost nothing is known about the significance of heritable epigenetic variation for

554

monogononts. A first step in answering this question may be realized through ‘evolution’

555

experiments where single genotypes instead of genetically diverse populations are exposed

556

to contrasting environmental conditions for multiple generations. Subsequent comparison of

557

the performance of such populations in common garden transplant experiments would

558

allow a first assessment of the potential role of epigenetic mechanisms. Ideally, such

559

experiments are combined with assays designed to reveal variation at the molecular level,

560

e.g. RNAi, DNA-methylation or histone modification screening. Although such molecular

561

essays may not by themselves prove causality between molecular and trait variation, they

562

may give a first indication of what molecular mechanism may be important in steering

563

heritable epigenetic variation.

564

In conclusion, monogonont rotifers form an excellent model for the study of eco-

565

evolutionary dynamics by means of rapid ecological adaptations. The adoption of an

566

ecological genomics approach, albeit challenging for these microscopic animals, holds great
24

567

promises as to formulate and test novel and exciting hypotheses for the emerging field of

568

eco-evolutionary research.
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Carmona et al. 2009
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Campillo et al. 2011
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Authors

Speed of
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